
What is our “Virtual Theater?” 

It is an animation theater, which uses 

the latest in cutting-edge technology, such as 

projection mapping, 

to show its programming on three giant screens!

Have a deeper understanding of the Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine 

for a more enjoyable visit by watching our Virtual Theater first ！

Venue: Daizaifu-kan (3F Mahoroba Hall)

Address: Saifu 3-chome 2-3, Dazaifu City PC818-0117 Japan 

Screening Time: About 20 minutes.

Admission: 19 years old and above \700 (tax included)

               　　　 4 years old - 18 years old: \500 (tax included)

Tickets can be purchased only on the day 

of the screening at  the Dazaifu-kan (3F).

★You can rent earphone guides 

in English, Chinese and Korean.



Admission: 19 years old and above \700 (tax included)

               　　　 4 years old - 18 years old: \500 (tax included)

Animation introducing the Great Deity Tenjin, also known as Lord Sugawara Michizane!

We will present the life of Lord Sugawara Michizane, also known as the Great Deity Tenjin, in 

a way that is easily understandable to everyone. Two animated characters will guide you 

through our story: “Tobiume,” the spirit of an old plum tree that flew overnight from the old 

Japanese capital all the way to Dazaifu, and “Oimatsu,” the spirit of an old pine tree that 

rushed to make the same trip on land. The story will address culture and tradition the Japa-

nese have fostered from mythological to modern times, while adding the element of the rela-

tionship between nature and human lifestyle. Lord Sugawara Michizane will also touch on 

the topic of global warming, a problem the entire world faces.  So please enjoy this surreal-

istic story, set in a virtual world.  

The voice of Lord Sugawara Michizane: Koichi Yamadera

Known as one of Japan’ s major voice actors, Koichi Yamadera 

has dubbed his voice to animation films and other motion 

pictures that are popular around the world. His international 

popularity and talent are rated top class.

Dream Company, a theatrical troupe.

Founded in 1991, we are a production company making original musicals. 

We hold performances throughout Japan with a motto of delivering vitamins to your 

soul through our ‘vitamin musicals.’

Map of the Dazaifu-kan

Access: 2 minutes on foot from the Dazaifu 

train station on the Nishitetsu Dazaifu line.

Parking: None. Please park your car at a 

nearby parking lot.

The voice of Tobiume

　: Reina Kanaboshi (Dream Company, a theatrical troupe)

The voice of Oimatsu

　: Ryotaro Tokumitsu (Dream Company, a theatrical troupe)


